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(intro)

\[ A^m \quad F \quad E^7 \quad E^7 \]  

(\text{let ring})

We wove a sticky web in a dirty little game, and I was hypnotized.

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

Black widow spelled out your name that's how I knew you lied.

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

And when the

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

All your bad juju and all your weird voodoo made me go blind.

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

rattlesnake hissed it in my ear I knew you'd never get right.

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

There was nothing there but the shell of the girl you left behind.

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

But raven winked his beady eye. Told me where you'd been last night.

\[ A^m \quad F \quad E^7 \quad E^7 \]  

(\text{let ring})

Now I wasn't seeing, I just wasn't seeing somehow I missed the warning signs. They were

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

warning signs, warning signs,

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad D^m \quad A^m \]

warning signs. They told me you were evil but I want you for mine

\[ A^m \quad A^m \quad E^7 \]  

(\text{let ring})

warning signs. They told me you were evil I don't want you for mine

\[ A^m \]